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1. To complete the providence of restoration, we 

must restore all levels that were not completed. 

This includes the level Adam could not attain after 

the Fall and the level Jesus Christ was unable to 

reach. All of these we have to explain, indemnify 

and restore in the context of our present time. This 

is the mission of the Unification Church. I have to 

fulfill them myself, and I have to lead all the 

Unification Church members worldwide who 

follow me to do the same. This is my mission. (22-

181, 1969.02.02) 

 

The completion of the providence of restoration 

 

2. We must awaken to an understanding of God's 

plan for the world -- the environment and the ideal 

that He bestowed upon Adam and Eve prior to their 

Fall. We have to have a clear ideological standard 

and conviction so that we can overcome any harsh 

environment, no matter how much our enemy, the 

devil, may oppose and struggle against us. With this we should be strong enough to overcome all the evils 

that influence society and affect our daily life. If we are pulled down and fall away, it will be impossible 

to complete the providence of restoration. That is why each of us who is alive on earth and who knows 

the Will must resolve, "I am the one who will solve the problems of this world. I will do it, even if I am 

the only one left on earth." Without having such conviction, we cannot stand as representatives of the 

world in front of God, the subject partner. Thinking of this, unless our basic attitude is that we are free 

from attachments to this world, unless we uphold the ideal that God had for Adam and Eve before the 

Fall, unless we have the mindset that we are the embodiments of the subject partner, and unless we are 

resolved to transcend this world of death, we will surely fail repeatedly on the way of the Will. (65-179, 

1972.11.19) 

 

3. Up to now there has never been a true family, a family whose lineage is based on God's true love. Our 

ancestors are fallen, and our ties with them are based on false love, false life and false lineage; that is the 

reason our mind and body struggle against each other. Adam and Eve became enemies, and killing 

occurred among their children. God's providence of salvation is the providence to restore all this. In order 

to complete the providence of salvation, we have to build the true family that was lost. That is, we have to 

be sons and daughters who unite our mind and body, and then we have to become couples that absolutely 

unite in true love and live with God eternally. (275-057, 1995.10.31) 

 

4. When the Messiah comes again, what will be his purpose? It will be to shatter Satan's sovereignty, 

bring humankind back to God, expel Satan from this world, and work with Christianity to finish God's 

providence of salvation. These are the purposes that the Messiah comes to fulfill. In other words, the 

mission of the Messiah is to complete the providence of restoration for the sake of returning to the 

original world of God's Will. (74-177, 1974.12.09) 



 

 

 

 
 

5. The Lord of the Second Advent comes to complete the foundation of God's providence of restoration 

that Jesus left. Specifically, he comes to perfect the ideal of True Parents, who are the origin of God's true 

love, true life and true lineage. Thus, he is the original seed for completing the ideal of creation. He 

comes upon the victorious foundation of the fundamental providence on God's side that had been 

completed up to the time of Jesus. This means that he comes directly upon the foundation of the victories 

that Jesus established in his life up through the time of his maturity as an individual. Then he fulfills the 

tasks that Jesus left to be accomplished later. These are to find his bride, to become the True Parents, and 

to save all of humankind. (277-211, 1996.04.16) 

 

 

 


